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The Art of Foley and Product Sound Design
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1 Materials to Study


2 Questions to respond to

1. What does the term ‘Foley’ refer to in the context of film sound design? Do some research online if you are unfamiliar with the concept.

2. Describe your favorite Foley technique (for mimicking a specific sound) from the ones that Ament describes.

3. Ament claims that the foley artist’s first question when, for example, trying to recreate the sound of snow must be “What kind of snow?”. Why is this important? Can this concept be generalized to other sound design problems?

3 Guidelines

• Your answers need not be very extensive (a short paragraph per question is enough), but they should demonstrate that you have actually read the article and understood its main points.

• Try to be concise and pay attention to form, grammar, spelling, etc.